their classroom because they will not have had sufficient practice in or knowledge of how to sustain successful habits of scholarship.

While the techniques in this book make varying use of one or several of these principles (for example, technique 38, Strong Voice, is heavily focused on Control while technique 44, Praise Praise, is mostly about influence), the rest of this chapter focuses almost exclusively on Discipline and on the Systems and Routines that are the hidden foundation of any classroom culture.

**ENTRY ROUTINE**

The first routine that affects classroom culture is the one for how students enter. Like all others, this is a routine whether you realize it (and shape it intentionally) or not. Unlike Threshold (technique 41 in Chapter Six), which immediately precedes students' entry into the room and focuses on setting behavioral norms and expectations, Entry Routine is about making a habit out of what's efficient, productive, and scholarly after the greeting and as students take their seats and class begins.

A typical routine begins with students entering the room and picking up a packet of materials from a small table just inside the door. In some cases, especially at the lower elementary grades, packets might already be at students' desks. A couple of key points maximize the effectiveness of this part of the entry routine.

- It's far more efficient to have students pick up their packets from a table than it is for you to try to hand the packets to them at the door. That only slows you down and forces you to multitask when your mind should be on setting behavioral expectations and building relationships. It's also far more efficient to have students pick up their packets from a table than it is for you to try to hand them out to them later while they sit and wait for them.

- Students should know where to sit. Milling around looking for a seat or deciding where to sit or talking about deciding where to sit ("Can I sit next to him? Will he think I'm flirting?") are all examples of wasted time and energy. Assign seats, or allow students to sign up for regular seats.
- Whatever students need to do with homework (put it in a basket, place it on the front left corner of their desk, pass it to a proctor), they should do the same way every day without prompting.
- A Do Now (the following technique) should be in the same place every day: on the board or in the packet. The objectives for the lesson, the agenda, and the homework for the coming evening should be on the board already, also in the same predictable place every day.

**TECHNIQUE 29**

**DO NOW**

Students should never have to ask themselves, "What am I supposed to be doing?" when they enter your classroom, nor should they be able to claim not to know what they should be doing. You want students to know what to do and to know there is no ambiguity here. Those two goals—being clear with students about what to be working on and eliminating the excuses that lead to distraction—are the rationale for Do Now, a short activity that you have written on the board or is waiting at their desks before they enter.

The Do Now means that students are hard at work even before you have fully entered the room. They are both productive during every minute and ready for instruction as soon as you start. They have done the anticipatory set and are thinking about what's coming.

An effective Do Now, which can bring incredible learning power to a room, should conform to four critical criteria to ensure that it remains focused, efficient, and effective:

1. Students should be able to complete the Do Now without any direction from the teacher and without any discussion with their classmates. Some teachers misunderstand the purpose of the Do Now and use a version of the technique that requires them to explain to their students what to do and how to do it: "Okay, class, you can see that the Do Now this morning asks you to solve some typical problems using area. Remember that to solve area problems, you have to multiply.” This defeats the purpose of establishing a self-managed habit of productive work.

2. The activity should take three to five minutes to complete.

3. The activity should require putting a pencil to paper, that is, there should be a written product from it. This not only makes it more rigorous and more engaging, but it allows you to better hold students accountable for doing it since you can clearly see whether they are (and they can see that you can see).

4. The activity should preview the day’s lesson (you are reading The Jacket, and the Do Now asks students to write three sentences about what they’d do if they thought someone stole their little brother’s favorite jacket) or review a recent lesson (you want your kids to practice all of the standards they’ve mastered recently so they don’t forget them).

Beyond that, a Do Now works because of consistency and preparation. If there isn’t a Do Now in the same place every single day, students can claim plausible deniability. That said, a Do Now doesn’t need to be written on the board. If you do post it on the board, you can write it in advance on a large piece of newsprint and tape or use a magnet to affix it to the board before students walk in, thus saving precious moments when you would otherwise be transcribing the Do Now onto the board.

For example, a fifth-grade English teacher might use a Do Now to review a vocabulary word from the previous week. Because the important thing is for students to be able to do the work on their own, she would have already set the precedent that students could and should use their notes as necessary:

- in your notebook:
  1. Define scarce.
  2. Explain how it means more than just having a small amount of something.
  3. Use scarce in a sentence that tells about a time when something being scarce affected you or your family.
  4. Name the noun form of scarce.

This example is from a math class:

- Solve to find the width of a rectangle with an area of 104 square centimeters and a length of 13 centimeters. Show your work.
  1. Give the possible dimensions of at least two other rectangles with the same area but different dimensions.
TRANSITIONS FOR STUDENTS

Having quick and routine transitions that students can execute without extensive narration by the teacher—that is, Tight Transitions—is a critical piece of any highly effective classroom. By transitions, I mean times when students move from place to place or activity to activity, for example, when they line up for lunch. Your students spend a lot of time in transition—by necessity—and when they’re in transition, they are not learning. The transitions in high school (putting materials away before a test, say) look different from the transitions in elementary school (moving to the carpet from desks, say). Still, they occur at all levels of school and have an immense if generally underacknowledged influence on the learning that happens before and after. If you were able to cut a minute’s piece from ten transitions a day and sustained that improvement for two hundred school days, you would have created almost thirty-five hours of instructional time over the school year. Practically speaking you would have added a week to your school year.

Messy transitions are also an invitation to disruptions and conflicts that continue to undercut the classroom environment even after class has started.

---

By the end of the first week of school, every student should know and understand procedures like how to line up and move from place to place without having to be told. In an effective classroom, transitions take less than thirty seconds, and often far less. To engineer effective transitions in your classroom, start by mapping the route. There is one right way to line up, one path each student follows on the way to the reading area, the door, or some other place. Your students should follow the same path every time. Then they need to practice under your watchful eye, often multiple times a day. You instill that you are wasting time, but the opposite is true. Look at it as making an investment. Save hours and hours over the course of the year by investing an extra five or ten minutes for the first few days of school.

When you teach students to transition effectively, scaffold the steps in the transition. That is, teach them to follow their route one step at a time. One especially effective way to do this is to number your steps. You might announce to a class of third graders: “When I say one, please stand and push in your chairs. When I say two, please turn to face the door. When I say three, please follow your line leader to the place to line up.” Once you’ve done that, you merely have to call the number for the appropriate step. But in calling the number (or not calling it), you can control the pace of the transition, slowing it down as necessary to ensure success and accountability, speeding it up as students are ready, and ultimately dispensing with the numbers and merely saying, “When I say go, please line up,” and observing as your students follow the steps. You should expect such a process to take several weeks to instill completely.

Another effective way to teach transitions is to use a method called point-to-point movement or, when transitions cause you to move around the building, point-to-point walking. You identify a location or an action, and students move to that point and stop, as in, “Please walk to the end of the hallway and stop there, Jason.” The key is that as you instruct students to complete a step in the transition, you set not only a beginning but a stopping point in advance so that the activity never gets out of your control. You know students will walk only to the end of the hall. If they aren’t quiet enough, you can call them back right away rather than watch them wander around the corner and out of sight, barely within your influence, never mind control.

With point-to-point and other scaffolding methods, your goals are both speed and orderliness. You need to get your students to be fast. This is an area that many teachers forget when the success of control goes to their heads. They mitch down on every step and accept slow and orderly transitions because they make them feel as if they are in control. Both to challenge your students...
and set goals for them and also to discipline yourself to focus on speed, practice transitions against the clock, preferably with a stopwatch, forever trying to get your students to be a little faster. “We did this in sixteen seconds yesterday; let’s shoot for twelve today!”

Also control what your students say during transitions. If your transitions are quick enough, there’s no reason they can’t be silent, thereby avoiding distractions from students arguing and squabbling and focusing them on the transition more clearly.

As an alternative, you might do as Sultana Noormuhammad does at Leadership Preparatory Charter School and have your students sing their transitions. One morning they stood behind their desks as a student led them through their fight song, an adapted version of the fight song of their namesake, Indiana University, in which students sing about their willingness to do homework and work hard. Before the song ends, they’re marching to the reading area, in perfect rows unwinding counterclockwise around their table groups and singing at the top of their lungs as they take their place line in line. Their song ended as they sit on the carpet, ending the transition free of distraction, right on cue and with the mood high. Five seconds later, teaching has begun. And although Noormuhammad’s students are kindergartners, if you think older kids can’t sing their transition think again, this time of the armed forces, where soldiers routinely sing songs as they move from place to place for much the same purpose to keep their mood up, focus them on the task, and avoid distractions.

Finally, you’ll need consistent enforcement. When your students start testing to see if they really have to follow the rules of the road, they should always find that they do. Do It Again (technique 39 in Chapter Six) is especially effective in helping students practice doing transitions correctly since you are always right in the middle of something you can try over again and since transitions are the ideal time for group responsibility.

MOVING MATERIALS

The necessity (and most of the rules) for efficient transitions applies just as much when materials rather than people are moving from place to place. Invest at the outset in teaching one right way to do it. Work with a stopwatch, and practice over and over. Gain time for instruction by making these times in your day speedy and seamless. For passing and collecting papers, books, and other materials to and from students, there are a couple of additional rules of thumb:

- Generally pass across rows, not up and back. This avoids the need for turning around 180 degrees in chairs, an action that creates a golden opportunity for hard-to-see, hard-to-manage face-to-face interactions in which one person always has his or her back to you.

- Distribute materials in groups: to the student at the end of each row, to each table.

SEE IT IN ACTION: CLIP 13

TIGHT TRANSITIONS AND POSITIVE Framing

Clip 13 on the DVD, Doug Hacker presents Tight Transitions, a discussion of the introduction to the book as well as the video on Doug’s time management. Doug’s students are young and tender. His students are young and tender. The video is powerful fulfills the needs of the students and the response of the students to a new student to a new environment. Doug’s students are young and tender. The video is powerful fulfills the needs of the students and the response of the students to a new student to a new environment.

TECHNIQUE 31

BINDER CONTROL

Certain freedoms are overrated: the freedom to lose papers, for example, or the freedom to take notes on a grubby, torn half-sheet of paper that ultimately becomes buried at the bottom of a backpack. Care enough about and demonstrate the importance of what you teach to build a system for the storage, organization, and recall of what your students have learned. The technique for this is Binder Control. Have a required place for them to take notes; have that
place be in a required binder, which is ideally provided by you and which you may even require to remain in the classroom at night so it won't get lost, damaged, or disorganized on the way to and from school. Your students can take home what they need that night in a homework folder, which can be color-coded so you and parents can readily identify it. Each night students can put everything they need for that night's assignment in the folder and leave the binder in the classroom.

Have a required format for organizing papers within the binder so everybody is using the same system and you can check to make sure everyone has and can find what they need. You might, for example, assign a number to all materials you expect students to keep in the binders and have students enter them into a table—for example, 37: notes on subject-verb agreement; 38: subject-verb agreement worksheet; 39: subject-verb agreement homework; and 40: worksheet for subject-verb agreement with compound subject.

That way when you say, “If you don’t remember, check your notes,” you know every student has the notes, and you can even tell them where in their binders they can find them. “They should be at number 37.” Finally, you can ensure that students have a full and complete packet when reviewing for tests: “You’ll need to take home items 32 to 45 from your binder to prepare for this test.”

To ensure that students follow through, take the time to have students put their materials away during class: “Please add number 37, notes on subject-verb agreement, to your table of contents, and file these notes away on my signal. I want to hear your binders popping open on three.”

TECHNIQUE 37
SLANT

No matter how great the lesson, if students aren’t alert, sitting up, and actively listening, teaching them is like pouring water into a leaky bucket. Many teachers and schools practice closing up for fire drills and make sure everyone knows the routine for finding the right bus at the end of the day, but they rarely think about how to teach the behaviors and skills that help students concentrate, focus, and learn.

Five key behaviors that maximize students' ability to pay attention are in the acronym SLANT (the acronym was originally used by the first KIPP schools):

Sit up.

Listen.

Ask and answer questions.

Nod your head.

Track the speaker.

Some schools use variations of the SLANT technique, for example, STAR (Sit up, Track the speaker, Ask and answer questions like a scholar, and Respect those around you) or S-LANT (which adds “smile”).

One of the best aspects of the acronym is that it serves as shorthand. Teachers remind students to be attentive and ready learners by urging them simply and quickly to SLANT. The use of a consistent acronym is quick and efficient. Even better, SLANT can be broken apart when necessary. Teachers can remind their students about the “S” in SLANT or the “T” in it. In the best classrooms, the word is deeply embedded in the vocabulary of learning, as a noun (“Where’s my SLANT?”) and a verb (“Make sure you are SLANTing”).

Since SLANTing is such a critical part of a high-performing classroom, you may want to develop nonverbal signals that allow you to reinforce and correct SLANTing without interrupting what you’re otherwise doing: hands folded in front of you to remind students to sit up straight; pointing to your eyes with two fingers to remind students to track.

TECHNIQUE 38
ON YOUR MARK.

No coach in the world would let players enter the huddle without a helmet on or catch a fastball without a glove. You can’t hope to win if you’re not standing at the starting line with your shoes tied when the race begins. You should think the same way about learning in your classroom: every student must start class with books and paper out and pen or pencil in hand. This must be the expectation in
every class, every day. A coach doesn’t start practice by telling kids to get their shoes on; kids show up with their shoes on. So don’t ask your students to get ready as class begins; use On Your Mark to show them how to prepare before it begins and then expect them to do so every day.

How to Ensure Students Are on Their Marks When Class Starts

1. Be explicit about what students need to have to start class. Make it a small and finite list (fewer than five things) that doesn’t change:
   - Paper out
   - Desk clear (of everything unnecessary to the lesson)
   - Pencil sharp and ready (“in the pencil tray”)
   - Homework (in the upper right-hand corner of your desk)

At North Star Academy in Newark, principal Jamey Verilli refers to students’ work stations, or just “stations,” which they set up as part of their entry routine. On the wall is a diagram of how materials should look when a station is set up: books upper left, homework upper right, blank paper in the center. And nothing else.

2. Set a time limit. Be specific about when students need to have everything ready. If you’re not clear about when students need to be ready, your efforts to hold those who aren’t accountable will result in arguments when students say they “were doing it” or “were about to.”

3. Use a standard consequence. Have a small and appropriate consequence that you can administer without hesitation—perhaps loss of some privilege or doing some work to help the class stay prepared. Students who weren’t on their marks might lose points in a token economy, have to sharpen all of the pencils in the pencil tray at lunchtime, or come to “homework club” ten minutes before school to make sure they have everything they need for the coming day.

4. Provide tools without consequence (pencils, paper) to those who recognize the need before class. There’s a difference between not having a pencil and getting your pencil ready before class, only to realize the tip is broken or that you accidentally left it in math class. Part of preparation is recognizing in advance that you need something. Give students the incentive to take responsibility for getting what they need by allowing them access to the tools for them to succeed without consequence as long as they recognize this need before they’ve started class. You might have a coffee can full of sharpened pencils that students can take if they trade in their old one and a stack of clean looseleaf paper on the corner of your desk. Students could help themselves to these during Entry Routine. Once class starts, the consequence for not being On Your Mark would apply.

5. Include homework. Homework is the most important thing most students will do all day that isn’t directly supervised by a teacher. It cannot be left to chance. Make turning it in part of the routine students follow to be ready for the day. It should be turned in and checked for completeness at the start of class. There should be a separate consequence of not doing it—usually coming to “homework club” after school or during gym to complete the work that hasn’t been done.

## TECHNIQUES
### SEAT SIGNALS

The bathroom is the last bastion of the unconverted. Given the opportunity, some students (especially those who can least afford it) will find creative ways to maximize their time there, particularly during the time of day when they can least afford it. For other students, a long, slow walk to the pencil sharpener can be an opportunity for unique displays of deportment not necessarily designed to reinforce their classmates’ learning. An impressive degree of distraction can be created by having students out of their seats at the wrong time or at their own discretion.

Furthermore, managing requests for bathroom and the like—justified or not, approved or not—can become a distraction from teaching. Conversations about who’s next and when can eat up precious minutes. And you risk the scenario in which, at the critical moment in your lesson that you ask some key question, a student with his hand eagerly in the air would like to go to the bathroom. Your momentum and train of thought are shot. In short, you can’t afford not to develop a set of signals for common needs, especially those that require or allow students to get out of their seats. You need Seat Signals.

This system should meet the following criteria:

- Students must be able to signal their request from their seats.
- Students must be able to signal requests nonverbally.
• The signals should be specific and unambiguous but subtle enough to prevent them becoming a distraction.

• You should be able to manage both their requests and your responses without interrupting instruction (with a nod yes or no, for example, or five fingers for "in five minutes").

• You should be explicit and consistent about the signals you expect students to use, posting them on the wall so students can see them and disciplining yourself to require them by responding only when they are used.

These signals, adopted from their use in top classrooms, tend to work:

• "Can I use the bathroom, please?" Hand up; two fingers crossed.

• "I need a new pencil!" Hold pencil up, wait for exchange. Generally having pre-sharpened pencils that students take or that you deliver to kids in exchange for broken or dull pencils is a far better system than letting kids sharpen them; it's quicker and less disruptive. If you're sure you want to let them sharpen, try hands together in fists, one rotating like a crank gesture for "I need to sharpen my pencil."

• "I need a tissue!": Left hand pinching nose.

• "I need to get out of my seat" (to get something that dropped on the floor): One finger held up rotated in a circular motion.

It also makes sense to consider making clear rules about when students can ask for certain freedoms that require seat signals. For example, you do not want to consider bathroom requests at critical parts of your lesson. Instead, allow bathroom visits only at certain times during class, say, the last fifteen minutes. Or you could tie the degree of freedom students have to your behavior management system. For example, if you use colored cards (green, yellow, red) for each student to track his or her level of behavior, at many schools do, you might offer anyone on green the right to ask for the bathroom anytime after the first fifteen minutes of class, while those on yellow can only go during the last ten minutes.

If you use a system that limits access to the bathroom, you're ensuring that you'll get "emergency" requests—some real, some not—so you must be prepared for that. A good solution is to establish a separate bathroom emergency signal that students can use when bathroom visits are not approved. Students would have to "buy" the right to go in such an emergency situation through some reasonable compensation. You could allow students to purchase the right for some other price, for example, say, twenty math problems or ten minutes of classroom service (cleaning desks, picking up trash).

**TECHNIQUE 35**

**PROPS**

Effective systems and routines can also make your classroom more productive by harnessing public praise. **PROPS**—also called "shout-outs" and "ups"—are public praise for student who demonstrate excellence or exemplary virtues. Everyone responds to praise, to a crowd cheering for them and rooting them on. Making sure that it happens, inspires, and is reliably on-message is one of the most productive things you can do in your classroom. What better reward is there for trying a tough question, persevering, finding your own mistake, or explaining to your peers how to solve a problem than receiving the public praise of the class? If you can consistently enable classmates to deliver resounding praise to their peers in two seconds flat, you can build a culture that valorizes achievement and effort without sacrificing order or time on task. Your students hear the command—"Two stamps for Imani!"—and respond automatically and thunderously: every foot stomping twice (and only twice) in unison before it's back to learning.

The key is investing the time at the outset to teach students to give props the right way: crisply, quickly, and enthusiastically. Ensuring that you teach your students to deliver **PROPS** that meet the following criteria will go a long way to ensuring your success:

• **Quick.** You should be able to use a prop in one second. If you say, "Two claps for David!" and the response is any slower than that, take the time to teach your students to do it right by doing it again and doing it faster. "When we give up our claps, it's because someone did something great, so I want to hear them right away. Let's give that one more time and see if we can do it in less than a second." Similarly, the **Prop** itself should be fast because you don't have time to waste and because there's nothing less energizing than an exhortation that starts strong but peters out. Be short so the energy level stays high. The routine for **PROPS** should take less than five seconds from beginning to end. The transition back to the task at hand is immediate.